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1 Introduction

eXtensible Abstract State Machines (XASM) [1, 4, 2, 3] has been designed and implemented by Anlauff as formal development tool for the Montages project. Unfortunately a formal semantics of XASM has not been given up to now. We streamline Anlauff’s original design and present a denotational semantics, complementing the existing informal description. In fact we found that XASM implement a semantic generalization of Gurevich’s Abstract State Machines (ASMs) [13, 14, 15, 16]. The initial idea for this generalization came from May’s work [22] which is the first paper formalizing sequential composition, iteration and hierarchical structuring of ASMs. May notes that his approach complements

.. the method of refining Evolving Algebras\(^1\) by different abstraction levels [7]. There, the behavior of rules performing complex changes on data structures in abstract terms is specified on a lower level in less abstract rules, and the finer specification is proven to be equivalent. For execution, the coarser rule system is replaced by the finer one. In contrast, in the hierarchical concept presented here, rules specifying a behavior on a lower abstraction level are encapsulated as a system which is then called by the rules on the above level. [22], Section 6, page 14, 29ff

\(^1\)Evolving Algebras is the previous name of ASMs.
XASM embeds this idea in the form of the “XASM call” into a realistic programming language design. The XASM call allows to model recursion in a very natural way, corresponding directly to recursive procedure calls in imperative programming languages. Arguments can be passed “by value”, part of the state can be passed “by reference”, the “result” of the call is returned as value allowing for functional composition, and finally the “effects” of the called machine are returned at once, maintaining the referential transparency property of non-hierarchical ASMs. Börger and Schmidt give a formal definition of a special case of the XASM call [8] where sequentiality, iteration, and parameterized, recursive ASM calls are supported. Unfortunately they are excluding the essential feature of both Anlauf’s and May’s original call to allow returning not only update sets, but as well a value. This restriction makes their call useless for the modeling of recursive algorithms.

The full XASM call leads to a design where every construct (including expressions and rules of Gurevich’s ASMs) is denoted by both a value and an update set. This is a generalization of Gurevich’s definition of ASMs, where the meaning of an expression is denoted by a value and the meaning of a rule is denoted by an update set [16].

For formalizing the full XASM call we are not completing the structural operational definitions given by Börger and Schmidt, but we extend Gurevich’s denotational characterization of ASMs [16]. For completeness this denotational characterization of Gurevich’s ASMs is repeated in Section 2. XASM are motivated and formalized in Section 3. The features of a pure functional sublanguage of XASM, including constructor terms, pattern matching, and derived functions are given in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss related work.

2 Formal Semantics of ASMs

The mathematical model behind an ASMs is that a state is represented by an algebra or Tarski structure [27] i.e. a collection of functions and a universe of elements, and state transitions occur by updating functions point wise and creating new elements. Of course not all functions can be updated. The basic arithmetic operations (like add, which takes two operands) are typically not redefinable. The updatable or dynamic functions correspond to data-structures of imperative programming languages, while the static functions correspond to traditional mathematical functions whose definition does not depend on the current state. All functions are defined over the set $U$ of elements. In ASM parlance $U$ is called the superuniverse. This set always contains the distinct elements true, false, and undef. Apart from these $U$ can contain numbers, strings, and possibly anything – depending on what is being modeled. Subsets of the superuniverse $U$, called universes, are modeled by unary functions from $U$ to true, false. Such a function returns true for all elements belonging to the universe, and false otherwise. The universe Boolean consists of true and false. A function $f$ from a universe $U$ to a universe $V$ is a unary operation on the superuniverse such that for all $a \in U$, $f(a) \in V \cup \{undef\}$ and $f(a) = undef$ otherwise.

Functions from Cartesian products of $U$ to Boolean are called relations. By declar-
ing a function as a relation, it is initialized for all arguments with \textit{false}. A universe corresponds to a unary relation. Both universes and relations are special cases of functions. The dynamic functions not being relations are initially equal to \textit{undef} for all arguments.

Formally, the \textit{state} \( \lambda \) of an ASM is a mapping from a signature \( \Sigma \) (which is a collection of function symbols) to actual functions. We use \( f_\lambda \) to denote the function which corresponds to the symbol \( f \) in the state \( \lambda \).

As mentioned above, the basic ASM \textit{transition rule} is the update. An update rule is of the form

\[
f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) := t_0
\]

where \( f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) and \( t_0 \) are closed terms (i.e. terms containing no free variables) in the signature \( \Sigma \). The semantics of such an update rule is this: evaluate all the terms in the given state, and redefine the function corresponding to \( f \) at the value of the tuple resulting from evaluating \( (t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) to the value obtained by evaluating \( t_0 \). Such a point wise redefinition of a function is called an \textit{update}. Rules are composed in a parallel fashion, so the corresponding updates are all executed at once. Apart from the basic transition rule shown above, there also exist \textit{conditional} rules, \textit{do-for-all} rules, \textit{choose} rules and lastly \textit{extend} rules. Transition rules are recursively built up from these rules. The semantics of a rule is given by the set of updates resulting from composing updates of rule components. This so called \textit{update denotation} of rules is formalized in the following.

\begin{definition}
\textbf{Update denotation.} The formal semantics of a rule \( R \) in a state \( \lambda \) is given by its update denotation

\[
\text{Upd}(R, \lambda)
\]

which is a set of updates.
\end{definition}

The resulting state-transition changes the functions corresponding to the symbols in \( \Sigma \) in a point wise manner, by applying all updates in the set. The formal definition of an update is given as follows.

\begin{definition}
\textbf{Update.} An update is a triple

\[
(f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), e_0)
\]

where \( f \) is a n-ary function symbol in \( \Sigma \) and \( e_0, \ldots, e_n \) are elements of \( \mathcal{M} \).
\end{definition}

Intuitively, firing this update in a state \( \lambda \) changes the function associated with the symbol \( f \) in \( \lambda \) at the point \( (e_1, \ldots, e_n) \) to the value \( e_0 \), leaving the rest of the function (i.e. its values at all other points) unchanged. Firing a rule is done by firing all updates in its update denotation.
**Def. 3 Successor state.** Firing the updates in \( \text{Upd}(R, \lambda_i) \) in the state \( \lambda_i \) results in its successor state \( \lambda_{i+1} \). For any function symbol \( f \) from \( \Sigma \), the relation between \( f_{\lambda_i} \) and \( f_{\lambda_{i+1}} \) is given by

\[
f_{\lambda_{i+1}}(e_1, \ldots, e_n) = \begin{cases} 
  e_0 & \text{if } (f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), e_0) \in \text{Upd}(R, \lambda_i) \\
  f_{\lambda_i}(e_1, \ldots, e_n) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

There are two remarks concerning this definition. First, if there are two updates which redefine the same function at the same point to different values, the resulting equations are inconsistent, and the next state \( f_{\lambda_{i+1}} \) cannot be calculated. Consistency of rules cannot be guaranteed in general, and an inconsistent rule results in a system abort.

The second remark is about completeness of the successor-state relation. The above complete definition of the next state (Def. 3) could be relaxed to a partial definition as follows:

**Def. 4 Partial successor state** Firing the updates in \( \text{Upd}(R, \lambda_i) \) in the state \( \lambda_i \) results in its successor state \( \lambda_{i+1} \). For any function symbol \( f \) from \( \Sigma \), the relation between \( f_{\lambda_i} \) and \( f_{\lambda_{i+1}} \) must be a model for the following equations:

\[
f_{\lambda_{i+1}}(e_1, \ldots, e_n) = e_0 \text{ if } (f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), e_0) \in \text{Upd}(R, \lambda_i)
\]

The advantage of the partial definition becomes visible in approaches where ASM rules are modeled as equation systems, for instance if ASMs are modeled with Algebraic Specifications [20, 21, 25, 26]. The complete definition results in an exploding number of equations [20, 21] while the partial definition allows to solve this problem elegantly [26]. Further the partial definition Def. 4 allows to compose the equations of the subrules, whereas the complete definition does not allow for such a composition.

The different forms of rules are given below. We use \( \text{eval}_{\lambda} \) to denote the usual term evaluation in the state \( \lambda \). In all definitions, \( t_0, \ldots, t_n \) are terms over \( \Sigma \).

**Def. 5 Update denotations of ASM rules.**

**Basic Update**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } R &= f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) := t_0 \\
\text{then } \quad \text{Upd}(R, \lambda) &= (f, (\text{eval}_{\lambda}(t_1), \ldots, \text{eval}_{\lambda}(t_n)), \text{eval}_{\lambda}(t_0))
\end{align*}
\]

**Parallel Composition**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } R &= R_1 \ldots R_n \\
\text{then } \quad \text{Upd}(R, \lambda) &= \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \text{Upd}(R_i, \lambda)
\end{align*}
\]

**Conditional Rules**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } R &= \text{if } t \text{ then } R_{\text{true}} \text{ else } R_{\text{false}} \text{ endif} \\
\text{then } \quad \text{Upd}(R, \lambda) &= \begin{cases} 
  \text{Upd}(R_{\text{true}}, \lambda) & \text{if } \text{eval}_{\lambda}(t) = \text{true} \\
  \text{Upd}(R_{\text{false}}, \lambda) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
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Do-for-all
\[
\text{if } R = \text{ do forall } x \text{ in } U : Q(x) \\
\quad R' \\
\text{ enddo}
\]
then
\[
\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \bigcup_{x \in U} \text{Upd}(R', \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto e \})
\]
where
- \( U' = \{ e \mid \text{eval}_\lambda(U(e) \land Q(e)) \} \) are \( U \) elements fulfilling \( Q \).
- \( \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto e \} \) is state \( \lambda \) with \( x \) interpreted as \( e \).

Choose
\[
\text{if } R = \text{ choose } x \text{ in } U : Q(x) \\
\quad R' \\
\text{ ifnone} \\
\quad R'' \\
\text{ endchoose}
\]
then
\[
\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \begin{cases} 
\text{Upd}(R', \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto \text{ORACLE} \}) & \text{if } \exists e : \text{eval}_\lambda(U(e) \land Q(e)) \\
\text{Upd}(R', \lambda) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
where \( \text{ORACLE} \) is a nondeterministically chosen element \( e \in U_\lambda \), fulfilling \( Q(e) \).

Extend
\[
\text{if } R = \text{ extend } U \text{ with } x \\
\quad R' \\
\text{ endextend}
\]
then
\[
\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \text{Upd}(R', \lambda_{x \mapsto e}) \cup \{ (U; (e), \text{true}) \}
\]
where \( e \) does not belong to the domain or the co-domain of any of the functions in state \( \lambda \), i.e. is a new, unused element.

3 The XASM Specification Language

Due to the fact that the ASM approach defines a notion of executing specifications, it provides a perfect basis for a language, which can be used as a specification language as well as a high-level programming language. However, in order to upgrade to a realistic programming language, such a language must – besides other features – add a modularization concept to the core ASM constructs in order to provide the possibility to structure large-scale ASM-formalizations and to flexibly define reusable specification units. XASM realizes a component-based modularization concept based

\(^2\) As mentioned, \( U_\lambda \) is the definition of \( U \) in state \( \lambda \).
on a unification and generalization of ASM’s rule and expression semantics. The uni-
fication of rules and expressions is done by considering each ASM construct, whether
rule or expression, to have both an update set denotation, and to evaluate to a result, the
so called value denotation.

In addition to the existing ASM constructs, we introduce a new feature, so called
external functions\textsuperscript{5} External functions can be evaluated like normal functions, but as
a result, both a value, and an update set is returned. They correspond to procedures
known from imperative programming languages. For each external function, we need
to specify its update denotation and its value denotation. Both denotations can be
freely defined. The formal definition of external functions, their denotations, and the
propagation of these denotations through the existing ASM term and rule constructors
is given in Section 3.1.

While external functions make the calculation of rule sets, and thus the semantics
of XASM rules extensible, we introduce a second new construct called environment
functions in order to make XASM open to the outside computations. Environment func-
tions are special dynamic functions whose initial definition is given as a parameter to
an ASM. After an ASM terminates, the aggregated updates of the environment func-
tions are returned as update denotation of the a complete ASM run. The formalization
of ASM runs, environment functions, the update denotation of an ASM run in terms of
state-delta, and the value denotation of an ASM run are given in Section 3.2.

For intuition, it is a good idea to think about environment functions as dynamic-
functions passed to an ASM as reference parameters, and about external functions as
locally declared procedures. Having both concepts we can plug the two mechanisms
together by defining update and value denotation of an external function by means of
an ASM run. Thus the evaluation of such an external function corresponds to running,
or calling another ASM. The environment functions of the called ASM are given as
functions of the calling ASM. The details how an external function can be realized as
ASM are given in Section 3.3. The formalization is given by using the definition of
update and value denotations of an ASM, as defined in Section 3.2 as the definition of
the update and value denotations of the realized external function.

3.1 External Functions

In Section 2 the denotation of each ASM rule construct has been given as a set of up-
dates. Denotation of terms has been formalized by means of the usual eval term eval-
uation. The denotation of each existing ASM construct is thus either a set of updates
or an element, the result of its evaluation. The ASM constructs denoted by updates are
the rules, and the ASM constructs denoted by values are the terms.

The idea of eXtensible ASMs (XASM) is to unify rules and terms, by considering
each construct to have both an update and a value denotation. In pure ASMs rules
would have the value denotation undef and expressions have the empty set as update

\textsuperscript{5} In the context of ASMs the term ”external function” has been used in a slightly different way. For the
sake of simplicity we are using the term ”external function” only in connection with XASM, and not with
ASMs and we are always referring to the XASM definition of ”external function”.
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denotation. In XASM external functions are introduced as a new construct having both denotations.

In order to avoid confusion with the standard $eval_\lambda$ function, we introduce a new function which gives the value-denotation.

**Def. 6 Value denotation.** The value denotation of each rule or expression $R$ in a state $\lambda$ is given by

$$\text{Eval}(R, \lambda)$$

which is an element of $\mathcal{V}$.

The external functions are declared using the keyword external function. Syntactically the external functions are used like normal functions. Function composition which involves external functions may thus result in updates, and we need therefore to redefine the update denotations of all rule constructions involving expressions, by refining Def. 5.

In order to simplify the presentation of semantics, we denote the external function symbols with underlined symbols, for instance $\underline{f}$. These symbols are grouped in the set $\Sigma_{ext}$ of external symbols.

**Def. 7 Extended signature.** The signature $\Sigma$ is extended with the symbols $\Sigma_{ext}$ of external functions to signature $\Sigma'$.

$$\Sigma' = \Sigma \cup \Sigma_{ext}$$

Since the external functions are not part of an ASM’s state, the definition of state $\lambda$ is not affected, it is still a mapping from signature $\Sigma$ of dynamic functions to the actual definitions of these functions. However, terms can be built over the extended signature $\Sigma'$.

**Def. 8 Denotations of external functions.** For each external function $\underline{f} \in \Sigma_{ext}$ we must define the functions

$$\text{ExtUpd}(\underline{f}, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \lambda)$$

and

$$\text{ExtEval}(\underline{f}, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \lambda)$$

which are calculating in state $\lambda$ the updates and value denotations of the external function $\underline{f}$ given parameters $(e_1, \ldots, e_n)$.

XASM features interfaces allowing to give these definitions in arbitrary external languages, which leads to a non-formal system, or in XASM itself, which leads to a formal system which is described in Section 3.3.

In the following we give the definition of $Upd$ and $Eval$ for function composition of dynamic functions $f \in \Sigma$, external functions $\underline{f} \in \Sigma_{ext}$, and all six rule constructors.
Def. 9  **Update and value denotations of XASM constructs.** Assume in all following definitions

- $t_0, \ldots, t_n$ are terms over $\Sigma'$,
- $e_0 = \text{Eval}(t_0, \lambda)$ and $\ldots$ and $e_n = \text{Eval}(t_n, \lambda)$ are the elements these terms evaluate to,
- $f \in \Sigma$ is the symbol of a dynamic function, and
- $f \in \Sigma_{ext}$ is the symbol of an external function.

**Function Composition**

if $R = f(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$
then
$$\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \text{Upd}(t_i, \lambda)$$
$$\text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = f_{\lambda}(e_0, \ldots, e_n)$$

**External Function Composition**

if $R = f(t_1, \ldots, t_n)$
then
$$\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \text{ExtUpd}\left(f, (e_0, \ldots, e_n, \lambda)\right) \cup \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \text{Upd}(t_i, \lambda)$$
$$\text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = \text{ExtEval}\left(f, (e_0, \ldots, e_n, \lambda)\right)$$

**Basic Update**

if $R = f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = t_0$
then
$$\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \{ (f_{\lambda}(e_1, \ldots, e_n), e_0) \} \cup \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \text{Upd}(t_i, \lambda)$$
$$\text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = \text{undef}$$

**Conditional Rules**

if $R = \text{if } t \text{ then } R_{\text{true}} \text{ else } R_{\text{false}} \text{ endif}$
then
$$\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \begin{cases} 
\text{Upd}(R_{\text{true}}, \lambda) \cup \text{Upd}(t, \lambda) & \text{if } \text{Eval}(t, \lambda) = \text{true} \\
\text{Upd}(R_{\text{false}}, \lambda) \cup \text{Upd}(t, \lambda) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$
$$\text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = \begin{cases} 
\text{Eval}(R_{\text{true}}, \lambda) & \text{if } \text{Eval}(t, \lambda) = \text{true} \\
\text{Eval}(R_{\text{false}}, \lambda) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

**Parallel Composition**

if $R = R_1 \ldots R_m$
then
$$\text{Upd}(R, \lambda) = \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} \text{Upd}(R_i, \lambda)$$
$$\text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = \text{undef}$$
Do-for-all

\[ \text{if } R = \text{ do forall } x \text{ in } U : Q(x) \]
\[ R' \]
\[ \text{enddo} \]

then

\[ Upd(R, \lambda) = \bigcup_{x \in U'} Upd(R', \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto e1 \}) \]
\[ \bigcup_{x \in U} Upd(Q(e2), \lambda) \]
\[ \text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = \text{undef} \]

where

- \( U' = \{ e \mid \text{Eval}(U(e) \land Q(e), \lambda) \} \) are \( U \) elements fulfilling \( Q \).
- \( \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto e \} \) is state \( \lambda \) with \( x \) interpreted as \( e \).

Choose

\[ \text{if } R = \text{ choose } x \text{ in } U : Q(x) \]
\[ R' \]
\[ \text{ifnone} \]
\[ R'' \]
\[ \text{endchoose} \]

then

\[ Upd(R, \lambda) = \begin{cases} Upd(R', \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto \text{ORACLE} \}) \\ \cup Upd(Q(\text{ORACLE}), \lambda) \end{cases} \]
\[ \text{if } \exists e : \text{Eval}(U(e) \land Q(e), \lambda) \]
\[ Upd(R', \lambda) \]
\[ \text{otherwise} \]
\[ \text{Eval}(R', \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto \text{ORACLE} \}) \]
\[ \text{if } \exists e : \text{Eval}(U(e) \land Q(e), \lambda) \]
\[ \text{Eval}(R', \lambda) \]
\[ \text{otherwise} \]

where

- \( \text{ORACLE} \) is a nondeterministically chosen element \( e \in U \), fulfilling \( Q(e) \) in \( \lambda \).

Extend

\[ \text{if } R = \text{ extend } U \text{ with } x \]
\[ R' \]
\[ \text{endextend} \]

then

\[ Upd(R, \lambda) = Upd(R', \lambda \cup \{ x \mapsto e \}) \cup \{(U, (e), \text{true})\} \]
\[ \text{Eval}(R, \lambda) = \text{undef} \]

where
e does not belong to the domain or the co-domain of any of the functions in state χ.

3.2 Semantics of ASM run and Environment Functions

We have given the semantics of ASM rules and expressions in terms of defining the relation of one state to the next. In this section we formalize how the state of an ASM is initialized, by means of parameters and so called environment functions, and what is an ASM run. We give both value and update denotations of ASM runs.

We mentioned earlier that dynamic functions are initialized everywhere with undef, except for relations, which are initialized everywhere with false. Parameters and environment functions allow to initialize functions with different values. As example we take the following ASM.

ASM 1

asm InitializationExample(p1, p2)

  updates function f(_, _)
  accesses function g(_, _)

  is

  function h(_, _)

endasm

The example shows two parameters, p1 and p2, two environment functions, f and g, and one normal dynamic function h. If the ASM is started, or called, actual values for the parameters have to be given, as well as definitions for the environment functions. Parameters result in normal, 0-ary dynamic functions, which are initialized with the actual value. Environment functions are used to initialize functions of arity higher than zero. As we can see, there are two ways to declare environment functions, one for read-only access as "accesses" and the other for read-write access as "updates". In addition to such declared functions there is the special 0-ary function result which is used to return values from an ASM run.

Intuitively environment functions correspond to reference parameters passed to an ASM call. The aggregated updates to these functions constitute the update denotation of an ASM run. In contrast parameters can be considered call-by-value arguments. Updates to such arguments are possible in Xasm, but they have only local effects.

The signature Σ of the state of an ASM consists thus of the normal dynamic functions, the 0-ary dynamic functions initialized by actual parameters, the environment functions, and the special function result.

Def. 10 Local and environment functions. The signature Σ of dynamic functions is built by a set of locally defined functions Σ_{loc}, the set of parameter functions Σ_{par}, the set of environment functions Σ_{env} and the special function result. All of them must be
An ASM can now be called by providing it with actual parameters, and an initial state for the environment functions.

**Def. 11 ASM call.** An ASM with rule $R$ parameters $p_1, \ldots, p_n$ and environment functions $\Sigma_{env}$ is called by the following triple

$$(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon)$$

where $(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ are actual values for the parameters of the ASM, and $\lambda^\epsilon$ is a mapping from the function symbols of $\Sigma_{env}$ to actual definitions for these functions.

Given an ASM call, we can define the initial state of the called ASM as follows.

**Def. 12 Initial state.** Given an ASM call $(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon)$ with parameters $p_1, \ldots, p_n$ the initial state $\lambda_0$ of the called ASM is defined as follows.

$$\lambda_0 = \lambda^\epsilon \cup \{ p_0 \mapsto e_0, \ldots, p_n \mapsto e_n \}$$

Given the definition of the initial state and of the next state relation we can define the fixpoint semantics of an ASM run as follows.

**Def. 13 Fixpoint semantics.** Given an ASM call $(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon)$, the definition of the initial state $\lambda_0$ of such a call, according to Def. 12, and the relation of state $\lambda_i$ to $\lambda_{i+1}$, according to Def. 3, we define the fixpoint semantics $\Lambda$ as a mapping from ASM calls to final states or $\perp$ if there is no fixpoint.

$$\Lambda(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon) = \begin{cases} \lambda_i & \text{if } \lambda_i = \lambda_{i+1}, \text{not}(\exists j : j < i \cdot \lambda_j = \lambda_{j+1}) \\ \perp & \text{if } \text{not}(\exists i : \lambda_i = \lambda_{i+1}) \end{cases}$$

where $\perp$ denotes a non-terminating call.

Given the fixpoint semantics of an ASM call, we can define the update and value denotation of such a call. The value denotation is simply the value of function $\text{result}$ in the final state of the call.

**Def. 14 Value denotation of ASM call.** Given an ASM call $(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon)$, and the fixpoint semantics, according to Def. 13, the value denotation $\text{CallEval}$ is the value of $\text{result}$ in the final state of the call.

$$\text{CallEval}(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon) = \text{result}_{\Lambda(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^\epsilon)}$$
The update denotation $\text{CallUpd}$ of a call is given by the aggregated updates to environment functions. The aggregated updates are calculated by comparing the initial state and the terminal state of these functions. The comparison of states is done by state subtraction.

**Def. 15 State subtraction** Given two states $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ over the same signature $\Sigma$, the formal definition of state subtraction is

$$\lambda_1 - \lambda_2 = \{(f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), e_0) | f \in \Sigma \land e_0, \ldots, e_n \in \mathcal{U} \land f_{\lambda_1}(e_1, \ldots, e_n) = e_0 \land f_{\lambda_2}(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \neq e_0\}$$

Using this definition, the update denotation of an ASM call is defined as follows.

**Def. 16 Update denotation of ASM call.** Given an ASM call $(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^e)$, the signature $\Sigma_{\text{env}}$ of environment functions, the fixpoint semantics, according to Def. 13, and the definition of state subtraction according to Def. 15, the update denotation $\text{CallUpd}$ is the environment part of the final state minus the initial state $\lambda^e$ of the environment functions.

$$\text{CallUpd}(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^e) = \Lambda(R, (a_1, \ldots, a_n), \lambda^e)|_{\Sigma_{\text{env}}} - \lambda^e$$

### 3.3 Realizing External Functions with ASMs

After we specified both external functions, for which we need to give value and update denotations $\text{ExtEval}$ and $\text{ExtUpd}$, and as well ASM calls, for which we defined value and update denotations $\text{CallEval}$ and $\text{CallUpd}$, the next natural thing to do is to use the denotations of an ASM call as definitions of the denotations of an external function. With other words, we realize an external function with an ASM. The environment functions of the called ASM are naturally taken from the dynamic functions of the called ASM, and the resulting updates to these functions fit thus naturally in the update set of the calling ASM.

The definition of update set and value denotations of an external function realized by ASM can now be given by using $\text{CallUpd}$ and $\text{CallEval}$ as definitions of $\text{ExtUpd}$ and $\text{ExtEval}$.

**Def. 17 Denotations of ASM call.** Assume the external function $f$ to be implemented by the following ASM:

```
asm _f(p1, ..., pn)
  updates functions SIGMA_ENV
  is
  functions SIGMA_LOC
  R
  endasm
```
where $\text{SIGMA}_{\text{ENV}}$ is the signature $\Sigma^c_{\text{env}}$ of environment functions of the called ASM, and $\text{SIGMA}_{\text{LOC}}$ is the signature $\Sigma^c_{\text{loc}}$ of locally declared dynamic functions of the called ASM.

Given a state $\lambda$ of the ASM calling $f$, the denotations $\text{ExtUpd}$ and $\text{ExtEval}$ are defined as follows.

$$\text{ExtUpd}(f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \lambda) = \text{CallUpd}(f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \lambda|_{\Sigma_{\text{env}}})$$
$$\text{ExtEval}(f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \lambda) = \text{CallEval}(f, (e_1, \ldots, e_n), \lambda|_{\Sigma_{\text{env}}})$$

**Examples** Consider our previous example the ASM $AP$. An ASM $AQ$, can refer to $AP$, by declaring it as external “ASM” function, or short external function.

**ASM 2**

```assembler
asm AQ is
  function i <- 0
  external function AP
  if i < 10 then
    i := i+1
    AP
  endif
endasm
```

In $AQ$ there is a local 0-ary function $i$, and the external function $AP$, which is realized as ASM. The if-clause in the rule of $AQ$ guarantees that $AP$ is called 10 times. Each time, $AP$ is called, it runs until its termination, the final state of $AP$ is interpreted as an update set, and the value of the function $return$ in $AP$ is used as return value. The update set generated by each run of $AP$ is

$$\{(x_1,(),1), (x_2,(),1), (x_3,(),1)\}$$

Since all of the updated functions are local to $AP$, the generated update set has no effects on the state of $AQ$. Further, in this simple case, the value of $return$ is $\text{undef}$, since there is no update to $return$ in $AP$. Thus the value denotation of calling $AP$ is $\text{undef}$.

As second example consider two ASMs $A$ and $B$. We abstract from concrete rules and consider $A$ to execute the parallel composition of a rule $Ra$ and a call to $B$, while $B$ is considered to execute a rule $Rb$. $A$ has locally defined functions $a_1, \ldots, a_n$ and $B$ has locally defined functions $b_1, \ldots, b_m$.

**ASM 3**

```assembler
asm A is
  functions a_1, \ldots, an
  external function B
  Ra
  B
endasm
```

**ASM 4**

```assembler
asm B
  updates functions a_1, \ldots, an
```
functions b1, ..., bm

Rb
endasm

Figure 1: ASM A calls ASM B

The interface of B determines that ASM calling B must provide dynamic functions \(a_1, \ldots, a_n\) which are allowed to be updated by B.

The situation of A calling B is visualized in Fig. 1. In each step of A, the rule \(Ra\) as well as ASM B are executed. If B is called, the current state of A’s functions is passed to B as the initial state of the environment functions. From this state, B runs until its termination, updating the state of its local functions as well as the state of the environment functions. After termination, the state of the local functions of B, is discarded, and the state of the environment functions is compared with their initial state, passed by the environment. The changes with respect to the initial state are returned as the update-denotation of the B-call.

The updated-denotation of the B-call is combined with the update-denotation of the \(Ra\)-rule, and applied to the current state of A. Only now A’s locally defined functions are really updated. The internal steps of B are not visible to A. From A’s perspective, calling B is considered an atomic action. The XASM call provides thus an abstraction from sequentiality.

Returning values We have mentioned several times the special role of the function \(result\), but we have not shown its use and examples. Based on the above definitions, \(result\) must be declared as local function and updated like any other function. The termination of an ASM does not a priori depend on the state of \(result\). A typical “factorial”-program would look as follows.

ASM 5  \(\texttt{asm factorial(n) is}\)
function result
if result != undef then
  if n = 0 then
    result := 0
  else
    result := n * factorial(n-1)
  endif
endif
endasm

For convenience a shorthand notation allows the user to skip the explicit declaration of the variable ”result”, as well as the outer ”if result != undef”-clause, and it introduces the more intuitive syntax ”return x” instead of ”result := x”. Applied to the previous example, the shorthand notation results into the following formulation.

ASM 6 asm factorial(n) is
  if n = 0 then
    return 0
  else
    return n * factorial(n-1)
  endif
endasm

As a last example of this section, we would like to show a formulation of “factorial” which avoids call-recursion.

ASM 7 asm factorial(n) is
  function n0 <- n, r <- 1
  if n0 > 0 then
    r := n0 * r
    n0 := n0 - 1
  else
    return r
  endif
endasm

Every tail-recursive algorithm can be reformulated in this iterative style. We will use this stile throughout the thesis, since it shows clearer how ASMs work. In the following variant of factorial we use the fact, that the parameters of an ASM can be used as normal 0-ary dynamic functions.

ASM 8 asm factorial(n) is
  function r <- 1
  if n > 0 then
    r := n * r
    n := n - 1
  else
    return r
  endif
endasm
4 Constructors, Pattern Matching, and Derived Functions

Most theoretical case studies using ASMs start with a mathematical model of some static system, formalized as a fixed set of statically defined functions and elements, and add a number of dynamic functions on top of this algebra. With the up to now discussed features, the static models must be either provided by an external implementation, or simulated with dynamic functions as well.

While experimenting with early versions of XASM, we identified one mathematical concept which is on one hand often used and on the other hand very awkwardly simulated with dynamic functions. The identified concept is free-generated-terms. Unlike terms over dynamic functions, evaluating initially all to the same element undef, free-generated-terms, or constructors are expected to map to the same element, if and only if all their arguments are equal. This concept corresponds to free-data-types in functional programming languages like Standard ML [23, 9] or term algebras in algebraic specifications [12]. XASM features an untyped variant of classical constructor terms, as well as pattern matching and derived functions. These three features form a pure functional subset of XASM, but can as well be mixed freely with other features of XASM.

The definition of the two constructors

```
constructors zero, successor(_)
```

is thus not only creating the elements \{zero, successor(zero), successor( successor( zero), . . . \}, but as well unexpected elements like successor(true) or successor(extend), where \text{extend} is an element created by an extend-rule; such elements do not correspond to any built-in constant symbol, XASM allows the user to define constructor-terms having no syntactical representation.

4.1 Pattern Matching

In combination with constructors, it is very useful to have pattern matching and derived functions. As an example for pattern matching, consider an abstract-data-type stack, being specified by the following equations.

\[
pop(push(s, v)) = s \\
top(push(s, v)) = v \\
top(empty) = undef \\
pop(empty) = empty
\]

Two constructors empty and push(, ) are used to build stacks in the usual way. top(, ) and pop(, ) are declared as external functions and realized as ASMs. Within these ASMs, pattern matching is used.
ASM 9  constructors empty, push(_,_)  
external functions top(_), pop(_)

asm top(s)
   accesses function push(_,_)
   is
      if s =˜ push(&, &v) then
         return &v
      else
         return undef
      endif
endasm

asm pop
   accesses functions empty, push(_,_)
   is
      if s =˜ push(&s, &) then
         return &s
      else
         return empty
      endif
endasm

We see the pattern matching symbol “=˜” and the pattern variables, which all start with the symbol &. The plain symbol & is a placeholder for pattern variables, whose value is not used anymore. The matching-expression is given as condition of an if-then-else rule. If a match happens, the pattern-variables can be used, otherwise they cannot. Thus pattern-variables can only be used in the then-clause of an if-then-else rule.

4.2 Derived Functions

A third construct which is useful in combination with constructors and pattern-matching is the derived function. The value of derived function is defined by an expression. The derived function

derived function f(p_1, ..., p_n) == t

where t is a term build over $\Sigma$ and the parameters $p_1, ..., p_n$, is semantically equivalent to an external function defined as follows.

external function f(p_1, ..., p_n)

asm f(p_1, ..., p_n)
   accesses ...
   is
      return t
endasm

Using derived functions, the above example ASM 9 can be reformulated as follows:

ASM 10  constructors empty, push(_,_)
derived function top(s) ==
\[
\text{(if } s = \neg \text{ push}(s, \&v) \text{ then } \&v \text{ else undef)}
\]

\[
\text{derived function pop(s) ==}
\]

\[
\text{(if } s = \neg \text{ push}(&s, \&) \text{ then } &s \text{ else empty)}
\]

4.3 Formal Semantics of Constructors

The concept of terms built up by constructors can be mapped to the ASM approach as follows: each of the function names may be marked as \textit{constructive}, expressing that constructor functions are one-to-one and total.

Let \( \Sigma_c \subseteq \Sigma \) be the set of all constructive function symbols. If \( f \in \Sigma_c \), be of arity \( n \), \( g \in \Sigma_c \), be of arity \( m \), and \( t_1, \ldots, t_n, s_1, \ldots, s_m \) be terms over \( \Sigma' \), then the following condition hold for all states \( \lambda_i \) of the ASM:

\[
(i) \quad f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = g(s_1, \ldots, s_m)
\]

if

\[
(f = g) \text{ and } (n = m) \text{ and } (\text{eval}_{\lambda_k}(t_k) = \text{eval}_{\lambda_k}(s_k))
\]

for all \( 1 \leq k \leq n \) where \( \text{eval}_{\lambda}(t) \) stands for the evaluation of the term \( t \) in state \( \lambda \) of the ASM. Informally speaking it means that each constructive function is total with respect to \( \U \) and injective.

\[
(ii) \quad \text{For all } j > i, e_1 \in \U, \ldots, e_n \in \U
\]

\[
\text{f}_{\lambda_i}(e_1, \ldots, e_n) = f_{\lambda_j}(e_1, \ldots, e_n)
\]

This means that constructive functions do not change their values with time, but whenever a new element is created, the domain of all constructive functions is automatically extended to the new element; from that moment on, all elements constructed from the newly defined element do not change in time either.

If \( f \in \Sigma_c \), then \( f \) is called a \textit{constructor}, and terms \( f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) built only over \( \Sigma_c \) are called \textit{constructor terms}. In the following, we use the constructor term \( t \) as a synonym for its unique value \( \text{eval}_{\lambda}(t) \).

5 Related Work and Results

Gurevich’s initial program for ASMs is pure mathematical: a mathematically defined dynamic system, which allows one to model arbitrary algorithms. His thesis [13] is that unlike Turing machines [28] his machines would allow to model algorithm without encoding data-structures and splitting execution steps. He observed that every conceivable data-structure can be modeled as a Tarski structure, and every possible state change of the algorithm can be modeled by a set of explicit, pointwise changes to the structure. In [17, 18] a proof of the thesis for sequential algorithms is given, and in [5] the corresponding proof for parallel algorithms is shown.
This pure mathematical program, has been implicitly transformed in a computer science project, by defining a concrete rule-language for defining the update sets. While in [13, 14] Gurevich is investigating the concept of dynamically changeable Tarski structures, later in [15] he defines a set of fixed, minimal languages for defining rules. ASMs are defined to correspond to this rule-programming-languages, and under this interpretation the thesis has subsequently provoked a lot of polarization among computer scientists. The lack of modularization and reuse feature in the proposed languages is for computer scientists not compatible with the claim, that arbitrary algorithms can be modeled on their natural abstraction level. While the initial mathematical meaning of this sentence makes a lot of sense, it contradicts computer scientist’s experience, if “algorithm” is interpreted as software or hardware, and “modeled” is interpreted as “prototyped” or even “implemented” in a feasible and maintainable way.

However, the debate on ASMs in computer science has led to an impressive collection of case studies, each of them using ASMs to model a system which is considered to be complex. Examples are referenced in the annotated bibliography [6]. While most models try to restrict the used rule-languages to the predefined ones, in many cases additional machinery has been used in order to manage the complexity. Such machinery reuses common concepts from programming languages.

The functional programming paradigm has been considered as the best candidate for extending the minimal rule-languages. The reason is, that many theoretical ASM case studies use a considerable amount of higher mathematics to describe the static part of algorithms. Functional programming is ideal to model higher mathematics and it uses modularization concepts based on mathematical concepts. This approach has led to a number of ASM implementations based on functional languages [29, 11]. Odersky [24] proposes the opposite way, e.g. to use variable functions as an additional construct in functional programming languages. In both cases a functional type system is proposed. The introduction of such a type system is helpful for cases where the described algorithms fits well into the type system. On the other hand, Gurevich’s original untyped definition of ASMs still provides the highest level of flexibility. We do not know of an ASM implementation based on functional languages which provides an implementation of the original, untyped definition of ASMs.

Today’s software systems reached a level of complexity leading to use of multiple paradigms [10]. Our experience shows that untyped ASMs are useful to use different paradigms in parallel. The idea behind XASM is to start with Gurevich’s untyped definition of ASMs in [14] and to make it extensible. The exact mechanisms have been discussed before. Unlike other extensions ASMs, the XASM approach does not alter the semantics idea of Tarski structures and update sets. The only difference of XASM to Gurevich’s ASMs is, that we allow extensible rule languages. Since the means for extension are again ASMs, the XASM call can be seen as well as a way to structure ASMs.

An algebraic view of a similar structuring concept has been given by May in [22]. The XASM call is a special case of notions defined in [22]. While May applies the state of the art in algebraic specification technologies to ASMs, the idea of XASM is to generalize the original idea of Gurevich, resulting in a more practical specification and
implementation tool. Unlike many other proposals for extending ASMs, the XASM approach tries to follow Gurevich’s style to introduce as few concepts as possible. In fact, the XASM call is the only new concept and can be used to define all other extensions.

Agreeing on the choice of Tarski structures and update set for modeling algorithms, we claim that the current choice of ASM constructs is possibly not enough to fulfill the ASM thesis. Although theoretically every update set can be denoted by an appropriate ASM rule, the abstraction level how the update set is calculated is fixed. We propose to consider to remedy this problem by extending ASM such that the update sets can be calculated by means of another ASM.
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